Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U9s

Session 9: Shooting

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Accuracy
-Decision making
-Movement

Activity 1

COPS AND ROBBERS
(10-15min) The coach sets
up 8-10 stand up (tall)
cones in a 20x25 yard grid.
Robbers will strike the ball
and try to knock the cone
(the bank) down. The cops
(2 or 3 players) are without
soccer balls and are trying
to stand all the cones back
up before all the banks are
robbed. Rotate the cops
and the robbers.

Click to insert session diagram

-Accuracy
-Technique
-Quick shooting

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

2v2 TO 4 GOALS
(15-20min)
Player can score on either
of the goals they are going
toward. Still want low
shots.

Progression
-Specify type of kick or part of foot
to use
-Challenge them to try from further
away
(if there are no cones that can be
knocked over you can put balls on
top of flat cones and knock the
balls off)

Activity 2

SHOOT AT COCUNUTS
(10-15min)
Put cones at various points
on the grid. Give each cone
a number. Kids dribble
around and when yell a
number kids shoot at that
"coconut" and try to knock
it off.

Objectives

Progression
-Score off a pass
-Score after beating someone
Click to insert session diagram

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

-Technique: Locked ankle, strike
ball at center or just above, planted
foot toward target
-Follow shot
Discovery Question
-What did you need to do to keep
the ball low?
-Why do we follow the ball after
the shot

-Keep the ball low: head down,
body over ball
-Quick shot: See the "coconut" and
shoot
-Find the open lane to shoot

Progression:
-Limit touches after calling number
-Call more than one number
Discovery Question:
-Specify foot
-What did you need to do to find
an open shot?

-Spacial awareness
-Shot choice
-Power vs accuracy

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

Click to insert session diagram

-Shoot early and often
-Only need a little opening
-Shooting to far goal when near
goal is blocked is a good choice
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-What makes a good shot.
-How did you choose what goal to
go toward

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Tell kids to pick one thing to work
on during the scrimmage.
Occasionally ask kids what they
chose.
HOMEWORK:
Sit on the ground and kick the ball
in the air. Try and get up before
the ball bounces. Control the ball.
20 times.
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